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ALstract - Although the Aserican APO11O and Soviet Luna missions concentrated

on mare basalt samles, major questions remain about lunar volcanism. Lunar

field mrk till be Indlspenslble for resolving the scientific questions about,

ages, composltlons, and eruption processes of lunar volcanism. Fran a

utllltarlan standpoint, a better knowledge of lunar volcanlsm wI1l also yield

profitable returns In lunar base construction (e.g., exploitation of rllle or

lava-tube structures) and In access to materials such as volatile elements,

pure glass, or Ilmenite for lunar industry.

INTRODUCTION

Volcanism is a fundamental planetary process. Lavas probably flowed

across Mercury’s lunar-llke surface, erupted to build huge shield volcanoes on

Mars, and even oozed across the surfaces of some asteroids. Glowing lavas

still make their way to the surfaces of Earth, Jupiter’s satellite Io, and

prcbably ~’enus too. A major part of the Moon’s landscape was formed by

basaltic lava flows which now constitute the dark areas called maria.

But volcanism is much more than e surface process. Lavas originate

Inside a planet when rocks undergo partial melting. Consequently, lavas serve

as probes of the mineralogy and chemical composition of otherwise inaccessible

planetary Interiors. ~ch of the research done on samples of lunar basalts

has been geared to understanding th~ nature of their source regions In the

Moon’s mantle, the origin of these materials, and their vertical and lateral

heterogenelty. Many of these mantle rocks crystallized from a glgantlc magma

system encompassing most of the Moon soon aft~r It formed. Some lunar

sclent’:stshavQ called this magna syst@m the lunar “magma ocenn” (Wood, 1975).

Thus, understanding lunar b@salts shuds llght on the chemical composition of

that “ocean.w Baselts also contain tnfornmtlon about a planet’s thermal
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history. Did It form cold and heat up? Did It form hot and then cool? Dla

It heat up, cool, and then kat (q again? Information about the Moon’s origin

and evolution Is tied up in Its thermal history, and lunar basalts contain

~ch of the record. So, although covering only 17% of the Moon’s surface and

constituting a tiny 1% of Its crustitlvolum (Heads 1976), mam Malts con-

tain significant information about the Moon’s history.

Basalts of the lunar maria contrast with the llght-colored highlands

areas that are so strikingly visible when one looks at the Moon. However,

basalts of the lunar highlands have also been speculated upon and do occur but

only a few small samples have been found within Impact-generated brecclas. It

is Important, however, to point out that the concept of “highland volcanism”

may stretch the llmlts of wr previous conceptions of what volcanism is.

The term “volcanlsmh implies eruption of a melt derived from solld

material at depth. It has been suggested that some very old volcanlc rocks on

the Moon could be liquid remnants of the very large magma system (“magma

ocean”) that enveloped the Moon at some time prior to 4.4 billlon years ago

(Hood, 1975). This Is one explanation for the occurrmce of lunar magmatlc

compositions that are rich In the otherwise rare elements potcsslum, rare

earths, and phosphorus (Imnortallzed in the acronym “KREEP”). Such nn Or19fn~

as a result of crustal cooling, Is very different fram volcanlsm caused by

deep Internhl heating. There Is also a posslblllty that some lavas could have

been brought to the surface by Impact ~xcavatlon of crustal magma chambers

(Schultz and SpudIs, 1979). Although ther~ Is 6 sllght ~~mantlc problem in

calling such lavas “volcanic” It Is Intriguing to consider the chances of

flndlng ‘these rocks on the Moon, since comparable lavas have not befm

preserved on Earth.
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Because of these conceptual problems with highland volcanism, the rest of

this pa~r wfll deal solely with what we can hope to gain frcmna closer look

at mare volcanism. We hasten to point out, however; that this restriction

reflects our relative Ignorance of lunar volcanlsm and the great deal that

remains to be learned.

THE AGE Ml) EXTENT OF LUNAR VOLCANISM

Mare-floodlng basalts that have been dated ra~ge from 3.8 to 3.1 billion

years (by.) old. Clasts of mare basalts within breccias extend the time of

such volcanism back to 4.2 by. (Taylor et al., 1983). Conversely, volsanic

rocks younger than 3.1 by. have not been found among the lunar samples but

photogeologic and remote sensing studies suggest that there are high-titanium

basaltlc lavas as young as 2.5 by. (Head, 1976) or younger (Boyce et al.,

1974). The answers to several Important questions concerning lunar history

are tied to the resolution of how old, how yomg, and haw much volcanism

~ccurred.

The oldest lunar volcanism may be difficult to define because of the

widespread impact disruption of samples older than 3.9 by. Model Isotopic

ages derived from lunar basalts indicate that the source regions for magma

production were established at 4.4 by.: the Moon may eventually provide

volcanic rocks as old as this, or we may even find “pseuclovolcanic”residual

liquids that predate these source regions. It Is encouraging that, even with

our limited s~mpllng of the Moon, we have obtained volcanic rocks that are

almost as old as the process of planetary differentiation. There Is a renl

posslblllty that mre detailed sampling might provide a map of chemical

composltlon~ and times of eruption that will record the ancient separation of

lunar crust and mantle. From the experience we have had so tar, It appears
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that the best

clasts occur.

basins should

place to l~k Is within soils

The oldest breccias exposed

provide useful sa~les of these

The youngest lunar volcanism should be

rocks will be the least Impact-disrupted of

and brecclas where small volcanic

deep within the walls of large

rocks.

ach easier to find, for these

lunar surface materials. Photo-

geologlc and re!mte $anslng studies have already pointed to volcanic flows In

Mare Imbrlum that may be as young ns 2.5 by. (Schaber, 1973) or younger

(Boyce et al., 1974). Spectral data indicate that these flows consist of

high-tltanlum basalt (Pleters et al., 1974; Basaltic Volcanlsm Study Project,

Chapter 8, 1981), an interesting observation when It Is considered that hlgh-

titanlum basalts are also among the older (3.6 - 3.8 by.) radlometrlcally

dated samples from lunar mare. A closer look at the age-composition

progression ammg mare basalt samples may reveal a complex lunar mantle

history that gaes far beyond single-event mltlng of dlfferlng mantle source

regions. The history of lunar Interior melting wIII also be an important

parameter for d~termlnlng !unar cooling history and the Inventory of

heat-producing radioactive elemnts In the lunar interior.

The volume of volcanic rocks on the Moon and the variation

rates through tlms are Important parameters for detwmining

history of lunar heat transfer and mantle evolution. A recent

of eruption

the coupled

speculative

sunanaryof lunar eruption

Chapter 8, 1981) proposes

prior to

volume of

of about

km3 with

3.9 by. or (2)

rates over time (Rasaltlc Volcanlsm Study Project,

two extrem scenarios: (1) very little volcanism

abundant volcanism prior to 3.9 by. The total

volcanlc rocks estimated for these two scenarios differ by a factor

two; around 107 km3 with mlnlmal early volcanism and about 2 x 107

abundant early volcanism. The difference in implications for lunar

evolution, however, is greater because planetary evolutlon models that delay
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major heating of mantle sources for the basalts until about 4.0 by. ago must

differ radically from mdels of high Inltlal heat that peaked at the time that

the mantle source regions fomd (-4.4 by.) and decay- steadily thereafter-

The resolution of this question lies in the discovery of how much old volcanic

material underlies the highlands. Dark-haloed craters in the highlands have

been pointed out as promising sites for such an investigation Ix+causethey

expose low-albedo basaltic materials that apparently underlie the high-albedo

(non >asaltic) highlands debris (Schultz and Spudis, 1979). The dark-haloed

craters are excellent examples of a type of lunar deposit that has not yet

been sampled, but where a clo.er look is vital to our unae~standing of the

Moon.

COMPOSITIONAL RANGES OF LUNAR MARE BSSALTS

The presently available samples of lunar hasalts have been studied in

great detail, though not yet exhaustively. Data from these samples show that

mare bdsalts fall into three main categories, based on their content of Ti02:

high-Ti (8.5 to 13.0 wt.% Ti02), 1ow-T! (2 to 5 wt.%), and very-low Ti (<1

wt.%). In addition, som low-Ti basalts are enriched in Al#3 and art?called

aluminous mare basalts. However, data from remote sensing indicate th~t there

are at least twenty different typgs of mare basalts. Moreover, as discussed

below, our present collection of lunar hasalts may not represent the full

vbriety of lava types present at a given site. For reviews of mare basalt

chemical and mineralogical compositions see PapIke et al. (1976), chapter

1.2.9 in the Basaltic Volcanism Study Project (1981), and chapter six in S. R.

Taylor (1982).

Sample analyses, geochemical calculations, and experiments at ~’gh

temperatures and precsur+s suggest that most mare basalts formed by remelting
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of deep rocks (at 1(M - 150 km) that had orlglnally fommd frm the “ma=

ocean.” Ua do nut know, however, how much asslmliotion of surrounding rock

and how wch fractional crystallization took place as the basaltlc ma@as

migrated to the lunar surface and then flowed across it. Both these processes

affect conclusions about the nature and origin of the mantle source rocks.

In this section we outline what is needed for a better sampling of lunar

basalts, both across the lunar glo~e and at any ~lven locallty, and for a

better understanding of processes such as assimilation and fractional

crystallization.

Sampling the full range of basalt types

Based on analyses Gf lunar samples, mare basalts seem to be quantized

with respect to a number of chemical dlscrlmlnants. Extremes of T102 content

have been recognized, but retwte sensing data obtained by telescopic observa-

tions of the Moon and by gansna-rayand x-ray fl~lorescenceexperiments flown on

the Apollo 15 and 16 command modules indicate that a full range of

Intermedlaue T102 cn ’tents might be present among mare basalts. Moreover, a

detailed analysls tif spectral properties, sutmna’.lzedin chapter four of the

Basaltic Volcanism Study Project, (1981), suggest that the Apollo and Luna

missions have sampled a mere one-’chlrdof the basalt types exposed on the

earth-facing side of the Moon. A map of known, slmllar-to-known, and unknown

basalt types based on this study Is shown in Fig. 1. Figure 1 also summarizes

some of the data from remote sensing using three of the critical signals used

for this map: 1102 content, alum+num-to-silicon ratios, and 1(20content. An

Importailtfeature shown In Fig. 1 is that the remote sensing data actually map

the SO;lS on top of the mare, and when we compare the SOIIS with actual

underlying basalt samples the match Is not good. Cl~arly we have much to

learn about lunar basalts. Consequently, future lunar expeditions must sample



all types of mare basalts that remote sensing data suggest are present beneath

the veil of soil. A major prerequisite for doing thls sampling Intel1Igently

Is a more thorough photographic and spectral coverage of the Moon. TM s

coverage can be obtained from an unmanned pola~-orbiting lunar mission such as

thnse tentatively planned by the United States or by Japan.

Sa~l 1ng problems at a given site

Men working on Earth, geologists take great pains to collect samples

from discernible rock units (e.g. frm a single lava flow). No lunar basalt

was collected In this manner. All were pieces of rock chipped loose by

impacts and strewn about on the surface. As a result, we do not know how in~ny

Indlvldual iava flows were sampled at each landing site. Ue can guess from

chemical and mineralogical data, hut we have no definitive field data relating

one b~salt sample to another. Considering that the chemical

some suites of mare basalts is comparable to

trial lava flows (Haskln et al., 1977), It

sampled the lunar maria at all.

that observed

appears that

variability among

in

we

Good s~mpling requires thorough field work. Samples nwst

identifiable rock units. Such rocks are exposed in the walls

craters. Reaching them will be a technological (and possibly

single terres-

havc scarcely

be taken from

of rllles and

physiological)

challenge. At this time, we’have visited only two sites where the volcanlc

deposits were only slightly disturbed: (1) the edge of Hedley Rllle where a

basalt flow was exposed (Apollo 15 site, Fig. 1) and (2) an overturned section

of pyroclastic rocks within a crater rim In the Valley of Taurus Llttrow

(Apollo 17 site, Fig. 1). Where such features are not exposed, samples can be

obtained by drilllng or by digging dt?ep,wide trenches in the lunar surface.

Sampling strategies are discussed In more d~tail by Korotev (1984).



Lateral variations in single flowS

Mare basalt lavas were wch mre fluid than terrestrial basalts (Murase

and McBirney, 1970) and so flowed easily across the km’s surface. As they

flowed, It is quite likely that they crystallized and their heavier crystals

concentrated near the flw bottoms. How much crystallization took place

before a given flow reached an area sampled by an Apo~lo or Luna mission is

anyone’s guess, but it seems probable that som

as lavas flowed across the boon they reacted

assimilating a variety of chemical components.

did. It is also possible that

with the underlying regolith,

As a result few if any of the

basalts returned to us are unnmdified by surface processes. None, therefore,

is likely to be a “primary magna,” one that retained its chemical integrity

from its origin inside the Moon until its sampling billlons of years later.

This is especially true if crystallization and assimilation took place inside

the Noon before the lavas erupted.

It is difficult to obtain field data about processes operating inside a

planet, but we can test the extent to which lavas crystallized or reacted as

they flowed on the surface. Mapped flows could be sampled where they emerged

(vents) and at intervals to their distal ends. It is possible that deposits

of heavy minerals, including potentially valuable o~es like ilmenite (FeTi03),

could be found by this type of exploration.

LUNAR VOLCANIC PROCESSES

Carefully documented stratigraphic studies of igneous rocks on the Moon

will provide information on its thermal history and on the filling of the mare

basins. To understand lunar volcanic processes, we must understand the mare

basins where

and study the

eruptive features are best

following mare features and
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(1) Dikes: determine dike locations, orientations, and ages

migration of dike systems as the basins filled.

(2) hChJctS of expl~sive volcanism: determine the extent

deposition of pyroclastic deposits; find source vents for these

to study the

and means of

deposits and

determine their shape, location, number and size; find the lava flows that

erupted contemporaneouslywith explosive activity.

(3) Lunar lava flows: by mapping and sampling, determine the eruption

rates, sources, processes of thermal and volatile loss during flow over long

distances, and tie of transport.

(4) Physiographic features interpreted as volcanoes: determine if they

are volcanoes; determine whether the variety of Ianclforms,such as dom?s,

shields (Fig. 2), cones, and fissure mounds imply a variety of magma types and

eruption processes that we have not sampled.

(5) Products of eruption processes that we have not studied on Earth:

but is still one of the

the rilles due to high

atmosphere? Explosive

representative samples

rille formation is very important on the Moon (Fig. 3)

great mysteries that challenge the volcanologist. Are

eruption rates.and temperatures, 1/6 g, or lack of an

eruptions into a vacuum have been nmdeled and we have

of their products, but we have not expiored the extent and nature of these

pyroclastic depos~t.s.

This list of problems is obviously not complete, for volcanism on the

Moon is very different than that on Earth. Even on Earth we have found that

generalizations about volcanoes are misleading. As we study nwe and more

terrestrial volcanoes we find that each is different. The sanw might be said

about the Moon’s volcanoes as we move through the first phases of exploration.
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CONCLUSIONS: A PROGRAM (F EXPLORATION

To address some of the problems described above, the followlng approach

could be used (sumarlzed in Table 1). The evolutlon of the mare basins could

be studied by visiting maria of different ages and with different levels of

lava fill. A series of landings and traverses within the rlrgs of the

Orlentale basin (Fig. 2) would provid~ an opportunity to visit shield vol-

canoes and fissure vents that erupted only enough lava (and ash?) to fill the

bottoms of ring depressions. Studies of vent areas will test ideas concerning

cold traps that may have concentrated volcanic volatile phases as sublimates

in and near the fissures. Subslclencsof ponded lavas may also provide

information on degassing of these ponds or on backflow of lavas into vents

during waning stages of the eruptions.

Visiting progressively older mare basins for field studies will even-

tually provide the observations and samples necessary for reconstruction of

the history of lunar mare volcanism. Older highlands volcanism will be

considerably more difficult to study because of intense cratering of those

surfaces; reconstruction of this activity may be limited to breccia sample

studies.

Another major phase of exploration will be to visit volcanic vents.

Distribution of pyroclastic rocks, associated sublimates, stratigraphy of

those deposits, the relation of elastic rocks and latias,and gravity surveys

will provide information on the ages, compositions, and map relations of these

vents and associated rock,s, as well as on their eruption mechanisms and

physical properties. Deposits n.:arvent areas may also contain xenoliths of

the Moon’s mantle and crust. Th~ search for lava tub{ should begin near

those vents identified by photogeologic mapping. Volcanic stratigraphy tind

the changes in basalt composition with time may be studied in rille walls,
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crater walls, and, if no outcrops ale visible, by

SUrfilCem Primary sites for these studies are along

eastern Mare Serenltatis and Mare Imbrlum and In what

coring frm the mare

basin margins such as

appear to be volcanlc

plateaus such as the Marlus Hills and the Arlstarchus Plateau.

As a final note, the possible utility of lunar mare basalt materials must

not be slighted.

some good remote

side appear to be

13asedupon samples from the Apollo 11 and 17 sites and on

sensing studies, “dark mantle” deposits o’ the Moon’s near

glasses of volcanic origin and may serve as unique resources

for some manufacturing processes Sublimates on surfaces of these glass

particles, the residue of gasses extruded during explosive volcanism, may pro-

vide the best source of volatiles on the Moon (Fig. 4). In addition to their

value as a lunar resource, these deposits will provide basic information on

lunar exploslvs volca[~ism. Much of what we know about this subject at present

is based upon theoretical mdels that are untested. Furthermore, close study

of these deposits may shed light on the sources of volatile elements within

the Moon, which has implications for theories of lunar origin (Delano, 1982).

Volatile elements associated with lunar pyroclastlc glasses are Indlcntlve of

the conblned fruits of a closer look at lunar volcanism: both utlllty and

science may be served.

Acknowledgments: He are grateful to B. Hahn for preparation of the

manuscript, to A. Garcia for drafting of figures, a~d to D. Eppl~) for a

helpful review.
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F16URE CAPTIMS

Fig. 1 - Marslde map of the Moon based on remte sensing studies (E)asaltlc
Volcanism Study Project, Chapter 4, 1981) shod ng areas of mare basalt that
have been sa~led or appear simllar to samples In hand, contrasted with.,:
those areas that appear to be distinctive and unknown. The two perspective
plots compare three compositional parameters ~asured by remote sensing
(K20, TIOZ, and Al/S1 c~osltlons) used In genertitlng the map. The
perspective plots show thet the map is based on the spectral reflectance
properties of surface soils that mask and distort the true underlying
basalt compositions, particularly in their KaOand A1/Si compositions.

Flgm””2- Mare Veris, located et the base of the Rook Mountains scarp, eastern
Mare Orietntale. The rings of this large basin are only partly filled with
lavaa. Yany of the basaltic volcanoes, the sources of these lava flows,
are visible. In this Lunar Orbiter Image, there are three lava shields
(arrows); the topnmst has a sunsnitcrater and the lo~er-rlght has a fissure
vent crossing the shield.

Fig. 3 - @lique photograph of Hadley Rllle, eastern edge of Mare Imbrium.
The rille (and tha Apollo 15 landing site) lie at the base of the Apennine
Mountains (bottom and rlght edge of the photograph). The rille begins at
the cleft In lower left, traverses a lava-filled graben parallel to the
Itirium Basin, and becomes shallow, dtsappearlng under mare lavas.

Fig. 4 - Constituents of ?unar volcanic gas, based on Oeleno’s (1982)
synthesis of volatile elements correlated with lunar volcanic glasses. In
abundance, sulfur predominates and has an abundance (abaut 0.2% In high-Ti
basalts) that exceeds the sulfur abundance In most terrestrial basalts.
Water and CO-C02 are notably deficient in lunar basalts.
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